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Abstract 
 

Some treatments may cause unwanted effects and may make it difficult to achieve an optimal 

personalised decision for a specific patient. Decision support systems in healthcare is a topic that is 

getting much attention today. The purpose of using such a system is to enhance treatment's quality and 

to make it easier for clinicians to process and providing information by having access to patient's 

electronic health record and past experience. In this thesis, the developed a Clinical decision support 

system (CDSS) that helps clinicians to identify similar patients and extracting relevant experience. 

The vision here is to enable clinicians to make more informed decisions when choosing a suitable 

treatment for patient’s condition. So, here we focus on a more generic approach using case-based 

reasoning (CBR) and clustering in order to enable context-based statistics for a wider usage of CDSS 

in healthcare.  
We are testing our framework on a specific register that considers patients with cerebral pares and 

their ability to walk. In addition, the solution in our framework will measure how much the range of 

motions during the foot changes (increase or decrease) before and after an operation of the patient. 

During this work, an interview has been conducted with a clinical expert to collect requirements to 

develop such systems. The main function of the system is to check if a patient is similar to any 

previous patients so the clinician can get relevant information in choosing better treatment solution for 

a patient. The clinician involved in the project was convinced that our approach could become a 

valuable tool in a clinical decision-making situation. 
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1. Introduction 

Decision Support Systems (DSS) is a computer system designed to present information of a kind that 

can be of help to decision making. Application of Artificial intelligence (AI) in developing DSS has 

shown some advantages. One special kind of DSS uses and analyzes big data-collections for better 

decision making [1]. Today, DSS in healthcare is a topic that is getting much attention. Sweden has 

many so-called quality registers(QR) and electronic health records (EHR) and the country started with 

electronic health care as early as in the 1960’s [2]. There are not many projects that have looked at 

how QRs can be used in Clinical decision support systems (CDSS) context, and the implementation is 

often highly tailored for a specific registry. To enable a wider use of CDSS it may be an advantage if 

the system we create is more flexible so it more easily can be applied to different cases and in the 

future, different QRs. Creating it in a generic fashion will make it easier and quicker to enable the use 

of CDSS systems in a new area.  

 
Here, we seek to identify valuable features enabling decision support for clinicians, such as context-

based statistics. In this work context-based statistics refers to statistics based on similar patients to the 

current patient. E.g. Electronic health records (EHR) and quality register (QR) data can be used for 

identifying positive or negative co-occurrence in small clusters with patients similar to the current 

patient. With our implementation we want to validate the approach by simulating real-life patients, 

creating our own cases (patients) with different symptoms/illnesses and comparing them to other 

patients in the EHR. The system is implemented and validated with the available EHR, however, the 

aim here is to write algorithms (code) in a generic fashion, thus enabling the use of our framework on 

other QRs as well in the future. One challenge is the selecting of the appropriate AI methods. 

 

Currently we only have access to one QR and this will be the only register to be used to validate the 

solution. Currently, we have access to one QR at KTH for getting access to EHRs. The 

implementation and validation of the approach will be performed based on that EHR. However, in 

future, a qualitative evaluation (interviewing clinicians “end users”) will be performed with different 

quality registres or EHR to show that the approach is more generic and not tailored to a specific 

quality register. The registry we have been provided to test the implementation of the CDSS 

framework is a registry from the Swedish CPUP program. CPUP stands for Swedish Cerebral Pares 

Uppföljningsprogram, and an English translation would be cerebral pares monitoring program. The 

reason for creating this program was that a lot of observations of children with dislocated hips and 

muscle abbreviations had been observed. Therefore, the organization wanted to prevent it by creating a 

system for monitoring the children in a structured manner during their entire childhood. The idea was 

that if they could discover signs of this early on, new treatments would be more effective. [3] 

 

The aim with our approach to CDSS is to give clinicians more decision support enabling them to make 

more informed decisions and give patients better individual treatment. Our hypothesis is that statistics 

and probabilities on clusters of patients (similar to the current patient) are an approach to achieving 

this objective. Next, we will explain how. 

 

Today’s healthcare has something called gold standard treatment. The gold standard is a term used for 

the recommended standard procedure in diagnosis and treatment. Many symptoms and diagnoses have 

a gold standard which most hospitals and health professional follow [4]. We have not implemented or 

used the term gold standard in the thesis and picture X is used to illustrate the potential of more 

individualised decisions. These treatments with standard procedure often have around 70-75% 

successfulness, meaning about 70-75% of patients receiving a specific treatment will recover from 

their syndrome. Fig.1 shows one group of patients with the same syndrome receiving two different 

golden standard treatments, having 70% respectively 74% of the patients recovering from the 

treatment. What if the treatments were combined to get a recovery close to 100% [5]? 

 

If we put this into a simplified example; let’s say the leftmost, all the patients that do not recover are 

men while in the other group they are women. Thus, showing that only 40% of the men recover from 

their syndrome with the gold standard A treatment and only 40% of the women from the gold standard 
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B. While 100% of women recover from getting the A treatment and 100% of men from getting the B 

treatment. Now, what would happen if all the men were given the B treatment and all the women the 

A treatment? According to the statistics we would end up with a 100% recovery rate, that being 

illustrated in the bottom group of Fig.1. 

 
 

Fig.1. Combining the treatment for different groups, picture taken from [5]. 

 
In this thesis, the focus is on implementing a DSS framework for the EHR we have been provided. 

However, the main goal here is to look at how a CDSS framework can be implemented enabling 

decision support for different cases or syndromes but also, with some adaptation on other registers. To 

do that, we will focus on how to setup domain-specific knowledge in a more generic way rather than a 

traditional hard-coded approach used in many specific registers.  
 

2. Background 

To implement this kind of a system, different statistical and AI techniques that could be useful to 

provide a generic framework for CDSS will be investigated. Many scientific articles will be analyzed 

to achieve what we want in our implementation and with a more detailed investigation, it will be 

decided on which of these techniques are appropriate for our approach. In the following section, a 

brief introduction to each of these techniques will be given.  

2.1 Clinical Decision Support System 

CDSSs are computer systems which help doctors to make a decision in regards to patient’s health. 

Since the rise of computers, researchers have had an expectation where computers and machines will 

work together to aid clinical decision-making. According to [6] the first articles related to CDSS were 

written in the late 1950s. Researchers made some experimental prototypes available after a few years. 

During 1970 three systems gave an overview of the CDSS working mechanism: “system for the 

selection of antibiotic therapy, a system for the diagnosis of abdominal pain and a system called for 

generating inpatient medical alerts.” [6 P3]  
 
CDSS nowadays has a significant impact regarding patient’s health. It ensures patient’s safety by 

improving decision making. Thus, this system is considered necessary to reduce diagnostic error rates. 

For example, it can provide an early diagnosis of age-related diseases, which in turn gives better 

treatment and improves the patient's quality of life [7]. The main functionality of CDSS is to help 
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clinicians make a decision by investigating the medical history of patients such as diseases, symptoms 

and related data and to give insight into what treatment a specific patient should be receiving. 

2.2 Cross Motor Function Classification System 

GMFCS describes levels of functioning regarding children with cerebral palsy (CP). It emphasises 

their ability for movement on their own, their ability for sitting and wheeled mobility. It consists of 

five levels 

 
1. Patients can walk without limitations in other words, having the ability to walk independently 

with some visible differences in how they walk. 

2. Patients walk with limitations where they use a walker to walk on their feet. 

3. Patients at this level have some ability to walk but not for long distances where they use a 

wheelchair in other words, walk using a hand-held mobility device. 

4. Self-mobility with limitations where the patients use a wheelchair but the difference from 

level 5 is that patient use it independently such as a manual chair. 

5. Patients have become full-time wheelchair users, therefore, the patient needs support for body 

control. [8] 

2.3 Case-Based Reasoning 

One method used in developing such a system is Case-Based Reasoning (CBR). It is a qualitative and 

quantitative method that uses previous experience in the form of data-collections to generate 

information and help solve new problems. This method compares newly received cases with old ones 

and gathers data to understand the problem in order to solve it [9]. In Fig.2 the cycle of CBR is 

presented. The process starts by retrieving a new or similar case, then it moves on to check if any 

similar cases already exist in the database to reuse as a solution for the current case. The proposed 

solution is then revised before it becomes a confirmed solution. The revised edition of the solution is 

then stored in a database with all the other earlier similar cases for future use [10]. 

 

 

 
 

Fig.2. The cycle of Case-Based Reasoning [10]. 
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Some reasons which make CBR technology getting more attention and integration into the healthcare 

organizations are: 

 
 Some of the diseases are not well investigated and it is supported by a poor knowledge to be 

available. 

 

 That medicine is a very sensitive subject and contains a lot of data that needs to be handled so 

a system that can carry out reasoning in existing cases from the EHR would be valuable.[11] 

 

To give an example of how CBR works let's take the example that Janet L Kolodner introduces in her 

book “An introduction to case-based reasoning” [12].  

 
In the example a host is planning to serve some friends dinner. A few of the friends each have some 

special needs when it comes to food, for example one friend is allergic to milk products. The host 

wants to serve a tomato tart that includes milk products in the recipe and remember that last time the 

host tried to serve the tomato tart to the friend she couldn’t eat it since she’s allergic to it.  

 
The host then considers replacing the cheese (milk product) in the tomato tart with tofu, but, the host 

is uncertain if that will make a good tomato tart and starts considering something else to serve to the 

guests. The host remembers that its summer and want to serve some grilled fish, because it’s such a 

summer-ish food. However, the last time the host served fish the same friend did not like it and didn’t 

want to eat it. The host wants to serve fish anyways and considers if there is a way to serve fish to the 

friend anyway. The host then remembers seeing the friend eat a thai-style more meaty fish at a 

restaurant one time and realizes that maybe it is possible to serve the friend swordfish, because 

swordfish is more like chicken, and the host knows the friend eats chicken. [12] 

 
Now for our implementation, substitute the host for our algorithms, the friend for the patient and all 

the facts for the earlier cases or the experience the algorithms can use to make decisions. 
  
Bichindaritz, Isabelle and Marling discuss how the future of CBR in the healthcare organizations will 

look like, challenges, current trends and some pitfalls that can occur. Some of the pitfalls that can 

prevent CBR from developing in healthcare organizations are: 

 
 Legal Issues: Accessing patient's EHR should be protected when checking data and ensuring 

patient safety when a decision has been made by a computer-based system. 

 

 To accept the use of CBR among clinics, a number of scientific-based statistical research 

linked to CBR must be done.[11] 

2.4 Factor analysis 

CBR often uses a method called factor analysis. Factor analysis is a statical and multivariable 

approach which has recently been used in healthcare section [13]. Science is very often based on 

hypothesis testing. However, factor analysis allows using a more structural method by giving a 

statistical overview of the relevant data of the problem [14]. The purpose of factor analysis, as 

presented in Fig.3 is to divide a category into smaller subcategories in order to accurately determine 

generalizations. This method seeks to discover regular patterns in data formed by specific variables 

[13]. In Fig.3 the patterns are the subgroups and as it presented, these subgroups are defined by 

specific variables. In medicine temperature, heartbeat, pain and so on can be observed in the patient. 

When these kinds of symptoms appear regularly together they form a syndrome. The symptoms are 

the variables and the syndromes are the patterns or the so-called factors [13]. Our hypothesis is that 

these patterns can be used in computer systems to be of help to doctors decision making. 
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Fig.3. Visiualization of Factor Analysis [15]. 

 

The process of factor analysis is complex. It involves many different structure-analyzing procedures 

used in order to identify relations between a big set of variables that are observable for the current 

problem. Once these relations has been established the next step is to group the variables into factors 

based on these relations [14]. 

 
Factor analysis can be divided into two main classes: exploratory factor analysis (EFA), and 

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). In EFA the nature of variables is unknown for the investigator 

and the same goes for the number of variables too. It also allows the investigator to instruct a theory 

based on the set of data by exploring the dimensions of the proposed data. Meanwhile, CFA is mostly 

considered as a testing approach where investigators test a proposed theory. Unlike EFA, CFA already 

has a theory and only chose the factors which fit the theory. [16] In the presented Fig.4 the five steps 

of the EFA class are explained briefly. 
 

 Step 1: There are diverse of opinions when determining the size of samples in factor analysis. 

Some of the researchers suggested that in order to analyse the factors there is a need for more 

than 300 cases. Other researchers agreed upon a guide for sample sizes where 100 seems poor, 

300 seems good and 500 seems excellent. Thus the size of samples in order to analyse the 

factors has not been determined and varies greatly. 

 

 Step 2: By using extraction methods such as principal components analysis (PCA) and 

principal axis factoring (PAF) to divide a category of items into smaller subcategories 

(factors). 

 

 Step 3: There are no single criteria to determine factor extraction, however, the existence of 

multiple criteria reinforce to find solutions when extracting factors. 

 

 Step 4: There exist two rotation techniques, orthogonal rotation and oblique rotation. The 

main purpose of using these techniques is to find the best fit solution and to interpret the result 

easily. 

 

 Step 5: the main purpose of this step is to have the ability to explain the majority of responses 

when finding factors that are taken together. [16] 
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Fig.4. The 5-step Exploratory Factor Analysi Protocol [16]. 

2.5 Cluster Analysis 

Clustering is the process of dividing a broad set of data into a smaller group. In other words, organise 

the data in kind of a meaningful structure or pattern. The idea is to group a similar type of observation 

into smaller groups and thus break down the large population of data into smaller more groups. The 

smaller groups contain objects that are more alike than those in other groups. Objects that are more 

alike are depicted in Fig.5 Clustering of a population can be done with machine learning and can be 

made guided or automatic. Guided clustering has the advantage that experts tell the clustering 

algorithm which features are more relevant. 

 
 

Fig.5. Example of three clusters identified in a population of XX insances.  
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In our case when viewing the patient's condition, it should be evident to the doctor all the symptoms 

the patient suffers from and not only one. For example, patients with the same disease, are there 

different types of patients, which need different treatment [17]. One approach is to use artificial 

intelligence and Machine learning to find clusters with similar relevant patients and present 

information about the identified clusters to the clinician. To do this the clinician needs to guide the 

clustering by add domain knowledge for the different features in the quality register. E.g. high 

temperature and perspiration occurring at the same time is more serious than only one of them 

occurring on their own and it may turn out that patients with both high temperature and perspiration 

are treated with different medication than others and also get better faster. 
 

2.6 Normal Distribution 

 

Normal distribution of different features (measurements) in a quality register may give clinicians 

valuable support in decision making.  Especially if a cluster (see previous chapter) has a different 

distribution than the other clusters may give the clinician additional information on what to look for. A 

trivial example Fig.6 is that patients with flu have a higher temperature (blue curve in Fig.6) compared 

with normal patients (green curve) having a lower temperature and the red curve may be patients with 

a normal cold. May give clinicians information on what to expect from a patient. 
 

 
 

Fig.6. Normal distribution with different distributions. 

 

The equation below describes the normal density function [18]. 

 

𝒇(𝒙|µ, 𝛔𝟐) =
𝟏

√𝟐π𝛔2
 𝒆−(𝒙−µ)𝟐/𝟐𝛔𝟐 

Where µ is the mean, σ is the standard deviation and σ2 is the variance. 
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3. Related Work 

Many studies [19 20 21 22] have also shown that using CDSS has many positive benefits on various 

diseases such as hepatitis B, prostate cancer, common morbidity and diagnoses ischemic heart disease 

(IHD). Commonly, Al, machine learning algorithms and statistical methods are used in developing 

CDSS in different domains. 

 

For example, in [23] CDSS has been created and evaluated in order to predict and diagnose diabetes 

using data mining techniques. Data mining is very important in clinical applications as it is described 

in [23]. "Data mining techniques are applied to predict the effectiveness of surgical procedures, 

medical tests, medication, and the discovery of relationships among huge clinical and diagnosis data" 

[23 p1]. In the paper, the system makes use of data mining techniques such as Decision Tree and K-

Nearest Neighbor (KNN) in developing the CDSS. It uses Pima Indians Dataset and compares KNN 

and C4.5 algorithms to check which algorithm provides the more accurate result to predict the 

patient’s outcome. Here the result showed that C4.5 gives higher accuracy than KNN algorithm where 

C4.5 gives 90.43% and KNN gives 76.96% accuracy. 

 

In [24] Zebastian Hansson describes the implementation of a CDSS. The purpose of Hansson’s CDSS 

is to find features representing temporal changes for patients. It observes patient’s condition over time 

in order to be able to spot abnormalities that could be useful to the clinician’s decision making. The 

main methodology used in the thesis is CBR. Begum, Ahmed, Funk and Xiong [10] have conducted a 

survey on medical case-based reasoning systems. They describe and analyze the characteristics and 

functionalities of the published projects in CBR. Therefore, they emphasize that CBR is a powerful 

method and it experiences growth when applying it in medical scenarios such as treatment, planning 

and diagnosis. The authors have also concluded that when integrating CBR with other Algorithms, 

CBR shows potentially where it can be used to handle a large, incomplete and complex set of data in 

the clinical organization. [10] 

 

Another framework for CDSS has been implemented [25] which uses AI as a major part, the purpose 

of this framework is to handle some of the challenges facing the decision-making in today's 

healthcare. Challenges such as a large amount of available information, many treatment options and 

the rising prices will all be handled by this developed framework. The system consists of two main 

functions, thinking as a doctor and exploring payment methodologies as well as different healthcare 

policies. The results observed by this approach was very positive where it shows an increase in 

patient's outcomes by 35% as well that the decision can be optimized in complex environments. 
 
[26] discusses different clustering methods, their impact on developing patient classification schemes 

and what choices to make when selecting a specific cluster analysis method in the medical field. To 

find the right choice of clustering, some question should be asked "What kinds of attributes (variables) 

should be measured or recorded? How should missing values, if any, be treated? What measure of 

similarity should be chosen to compare the entities? What cluster-search technique or techniques 

should be used? What is the optimal number of clusters?"[26 P4]. Due to the overlapping information 

in the medical datasets, [27] introduce an overlapping clustering method which allows a sample to 

belong in different clusters. The method of use is overlapping k-means (OKM) but it also suffers from 

limitations in medical domains such as high computational complexity. This article suggests a solution 

to overcome that which also is important to help to identify which clusters might contain invaluable 

information.  

 
According to [28]  some expert developers which use AI technology argue that statical reasoning 

impact on a CDSS framework is limited. Meanwhile, the authors of the paper argue the contrast. The 

authors showed that inappropriate approaches for statistics led the developers to their misleading 

ideas. However, authors proved that statistics itself can be beneficial in a CDSS  framework. They 

strengthen their theory by explaining a statical application in dyspepsia disease and its symptoms and 

how it can be advantageous to clinicians. 
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[29] has conducted a case study where recent trends and different methodologies that are used to 

implement a CDSS are discussed. The purpose of this case study is to check which methodology is 

more suitable for clinicians in the diagnosis of potential diseases and which one provides the best 

solutions. The authors found out that the choice of methodology to choose depends upon some 

parameters such the cost of the system and its sensitivity. Additionally, some methodologies might 

work for one disease area and some others methodologies might work for all areas. They concluded 

that the hybrid CDSS may be the best approach to use. 

 

In [24] the author makes use of the same register, the CPUP registry (national quality register for 

children with cerebral pares containing more than 5000 patient records, see section 7.1 for more info), 

that will be used in our proposed system. However, his implementation is tailored for a specific case 

(on temporal changes), whereas in our implementation we will enable the clinician’s to choose 

whichever case they want to investigate and to choose their own relations to base the resulting 

information upon. The choice of clusters in [26 27] will also be beneficial for our system especially 

when searching for similar patients is needed to be found quickly.  

 

The system in [23] is limited and tested on one disease which is diabetes. When implementing the 

proposed system in this thesis, the need for a good and fast algorithm is important. The algorithms in 

[23] might be useful for our proposed system when diagnosing patients based on symptoms’ input. 

However, our task is to develop such a system which has some generic feature and will be applicable 

to different diseases and gives a better result in order to help healthcare providers to make a decision. 

Meanwhile, our framework operates in a similar way to the system in [25] that shows the operation 

undergone by the patient and how the patient became before and after the operation. In the meantime 

[29] explains some important choices when choosing the methodology to implement our CDSS 

framework. The framework should be fast and function properly as the best approach in [29]. 

 

In [10] study, the authors have examined the state of the usage of CBR in healthcare and review 34 

different projects where it is used. However, none of these makes use of context-based statistics. We 

believe that this can be a good and necessary addition to the field of both CBR and healthcare. 

According to [28], statistics have shown beneficial use when using it in CDSS e.g statical application 

for exploring the dyspepsia disease. Since this thesis is not limited to one disease, and since our 

approach is new in the way that it is also generic. We believe that using statistics to check how much 

of a percentage a patient has improved or deteriorated after an operation would be valuable 

information to clinicians. 
 

4. Problem Formulation 

Based on the discussion with clinicians, data and related work we defined these research questions: 
 

1. How to gather information from similar patients and identify what context-based statistics that 

can assist decision support process? 
 
When a clinician is about to make a decision on how to diagnose and treat a specific patient, context-

based statistics on e.g. successful and unsuccessful outcome of different treatments in similar patients 

is information clinicians say would be valuable and help them to make a more informed decision. 
 

1.1 How to identify similar patients to the current patient? 
 
This step is needed since the context based statistics needs similar patients as input. What clinicians 

consider as similar patients cannot be hardcoded in the implementation since different clinicians may 

wish to adjust what subset of similar patients the system finds. This enables not just statistics on all 

patients which is the information clinicians have access to today. Giving access to information on 

patients similar to the current patient will help clinicians to make better decisions. 
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5. Method 

 
In this section, different methods will be discussed to answer the research question. We used methods 

such as literature studies, interview, experts’ evaluation and implementation. 

 

Literature study Includes reviewing books as well as related articles to our research in order to answer 

the research questions. For the purpose of analysing the data and drawing conclusions, articles 

pertaining to the subject such as articles about clinical decision support systems and electronic health 

records will be reviewed. Performing a literature study would be helpful to establish a deeper 

understanding of the domain, knowing about the current state of the art in the area, as well as 

identifying challenges in the topic. The review of relevant literature gives credibility in the eyes of the 

of the reader in addition to providing necessary information to understand the topic. 

 

The interview uses the experiences of others to gain a deeper understanding of the subject. In this 

thesis, an interview with a clinician has been made followed up by related questions that have 

prepared from the literature study. The purpose of the interview is to get an answer to the questions, to 

check what parts are most critical for clinicians and how they interpret of taking a decision on an 

operation. We had an interview with Gunnar Hägglund which is a clinical specialist in which he 

allowed us to use his name in this thesis. We communicated with him using e-mail and Skype. His 

answers will be used together with the implementation so that the framework matches the criterion of 

the clinicians when making sure that a patient condition is getting better or worth. 

 

In subsequent to finishing the implementation together with the readiness of the functionality it will be 

carefully investigated by consulting clinicians to get valuable feedback. The clinicians’ feedback 

would help improving how the framework can get a better impact on the patients. Their feedback will 

also help to identify the areas of improvements in the implementation part that should be fixed as well 

as give more clarification on how to achieve our goal. 

 

In the implementation different algorithms would be investigated to identify the best way to 

implement key functionalities in the CDSS framework. The implementation begins with having access 

to the excel files. In order to access excel files, MySQL program will be used combined with C# 

programming language by the visual studio tool. One benefit of using this method is that it checks if 

the functionality is viable or not. When finishing the functionality, it will be tested to evaluate the 

result. 

 

 

 

6. Ethical Issues 

According to [30] ethical principles has been taken into consideration regarding research ethics. The 

research council's principles set out the ethical norms of researchers and participants. The principles 

are categorized into four points. 
 

1. That clinicians are prepared to be asked random questions. This means informing and getting 

in touch with them in good time. 

2. Talk to clinicians that participation is voluntary and they are entitled to retreat at any time 

even during an ongoing interview. 

3. Ensure that patient's tasks are treated confidentially. This means that patient's name, address, 

security social number or other important information which identifies the patient should 

occur in the registry. 

4. Make sure that what clinicians might say is not used in any context other than the research 

study. [30] 
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[31] mentions some of the ethical issues that should be taken into consideration such as the lack of 

experience when using the CDSS tool by software developers, using it for unintended purposes or 

carelessly. Therefore, the system should be easily accessed by users, provide detailed information 

about the problem and act in time. The system should also ensure the safety of information and be 

sensitive to flawed information. 
 
Something we will have to take into account while performing our work is that the framework has the 

possibility to eventually decide whether a patient is healthy or sick, or even in worst case scenarios, 

dead or alive. To give an example of this; we have access to a patients’ database which contains a lot 

of information regarding the patient’s health, the system should adapt to it. In other words, when the 

database has been updated with new medical information the system should be updated too. 

Otherwise, there can be serious consequences regarding the patient’s life. 

 
 

7. Problem Solving 

This chapter explores the data that have been provided as well as preparing a scenario to be shown to a 

clinician expert Hägglund to check which information are most valuable. 

 

7.1 Data Analysis 

In order to start the implementation process, three files have been provided Fysio Vinnova, Op 

Vinnova and Vuxen Vinnova. 
 

 Vuxen Vinnova which is a physiotherapist examinations file for adults.  

 Fysio Vinnova which is a physiotherapist examinations file for children. 

 Op Vinnova file contains information about patients’ operations. 

 
Vuxen vionnova file contains information such as the patient’s age, gender, CP subtype, changes in 

the foot’s range of motion prior to operation and a code to specify the patient. The same goes for the 

Fysio Vinnova file expect that this file focuses on children instead of adults. Lastly, the Op Vinnova 

file contains information such as name of operations, operational code, type of operation and how 

many operations a patient has done. These files contain over 30000 patients and 247 different features 

for each patient. These variables are relevant to help us create our CDSS framework and get valuable 

results: 

 
 Age 

 Gender  

 Subtype of CP 

 GMFCS EoR 

 Type of operations performed 

 Foot’s range of motion prior to operation 

 
The data contain information about the range of motion for both knees. Straight knees for both right 

and left foot as well as bent knees for both right and left foot.  
 

 Rorel_Fotled-dorasalflex_rakt-H 

 Rorel_Fotled-dorasalflex_rakt-V 

 Rorel_Fotled_Dorsalflex_bojt_H 

 Rorel_Fotled_Dorsalflex_bojt_V  
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7.1.1 Most Common Operations 

Because the CPUP registry is quite small, the most common operations had to be identified in order to 

be able to give the most accurate decision support. The more old cases we got to compare our new 

case with, the more certain we can be about the information presented by the framework. Afterwards, 

we proceed to test our implementation on the most common operations where there is enough data to 

work with. In [24] Z. Hansson identifies the most common operations for the patients with cerebral 

pares in the registry. The code of the operations is written in the format: 

 

XXXYY - Where X represents a letter and Y a number between 0-9. 

 

In Table 1 the most common operations are presented from starting with the most common and 

dropping. The table also shows the frequency of each of the operations. 

 

 

Code 

 

  Name/ 

description 

 

Type 

 

Total 

Frequency in 

percentage 

from 812 

operations 

Frequency in 

percentage 

from 1838 

operated 

patients  

NHL69 Open achilles extension 

/ tenodesis, shortening, 

extend  

Muscles / anatomy 360 ≈  44,33 % ≈  52,55%  

NHG99 Other operation shank-

foot 

Reconstruction 

operation / 

arthrodesis 

solidification 

operations 

91 ≈  11,21 % ≈  9,02 % 

SDR  spasticity reducing 

treatment, more of a 

treatment then 

operation 

67 ≈  8,25 % ≈  14,58 % 

NHL89 Split Anterior Tibial 

Tendon Transfer 

  

Muscles / anatomy 49 ≈  6,03 % ≈  4,17 % 

NHK55 Kalkaneusosteotomi leg operations / 

Ostomy operations 

47 ≈  5,79 % ≈  6,48 % 

NHL79 Tib post 

extension/Excision of 

tendon 

Muscles / anatomy 41 ≈  5,05 % ≈  3,93 % 

NHG39 Subtalar arthrodesis, 

Grice 

reconstruction OP/ 

arthrodesis (Grice) - 

solidification 

operations 

37 

4,56 

%  

≈  4,56 % ≈  5,55 % 

 

 
Table 1. The table shows the seven most common operations and the frequency of each of the operations in 

the CPUP registry. The table is adapted from [24]. 
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7.2 Example Scenario 

 

To check if the variables that have been chosen are relevant, an example scenario for an expert 

clinician Hägglund has been created. The intention was to get a better understanding of how the 

system should function in reality as well as what decision support information is relevant to clinicians. 

In the scenario, features (variables) that define similar cases have been decided from 7.2, which are:  

 

 Age 

 Gender  

 Subtype of CP 

 Type of operations performed 

 Changes in the foot’s range of motion prior to operation 

 
Every feature has a similarity function that is more or less complex and represents domain knowledge. 

Clinicians should be able to adjust these and also activate or deactivate similarity parameters to 

compare the current patient with different subsets of the total number of cases in the registry (we can 

make these adjustments manually in a setup file and did not implement a user-friendly interface for 

this task). 

 
In the following section, we will give an example of how these variables could be used within our 

framework and an example scenario is available in [Appendix 1]: 
The system identified 100 similar patients: 

    
40% of the patients similar to the current patient, but having less range of motion in the foot,  are 

operated within 0-3 years. A common factor for this group is high spasticity (for 25% of the patients in 

this cluster). 
 
20% of the patients similar to the current patient, but having a higher range of motion, are operated 

within 4-8 years. A common factor in this cluster is a high level of pain (for 40% of the patients in this 

cluster). 
 
60% of the patients similar to the current patient, having the same symptoms in both feet at the same 

time are operated within 4-8 years. A common factor in this cluster is that they have less range of 

motion than other similar patients, the average range of motion is 4.5 (GMFCS scale) while the 

average range of motion among the other similar patients is 3.2 (for 50% of the patients in this 

cluster). 

 

7.3 Interview 

Before starting the interview, we have prepared a scenario that contains many questions to be 

answered by a clinical specialist Hägglund. We went through both questions and answers with 

Hägglund. The answers to the scenario can be found in [Appendix 1]. 

 

After finishing this scenario, we started discussing the measurements and what variables were most 

appropriate for patients to be taken into consideration. Hägglund suggested alarm values for passive 

joint mobility in degrees for CPUP to be taken as measurements to verify whether the patient's 

condition had improved or deteriorated [Appendix 2]. Hägglund ensures that the variables we have 

taken are relevant for use in the implementation part, with the assurance that the straight knees give 

more important values than the bent knees. 

 

Since our functional prototype presents statistics on similar patients, clinicians value this type of 

information, it would be a useful tool in decision making. We also discussed during the interview that 

the results of the CDSS framework will be presented in the form of a pie chart which in turn was 
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approved by Hägglund. To understand the pie chart in Fig.7. here follows an explanation: imagine the 

presented result of our CDSS framework as a pie chart and clicking on the NHL69 operation will get 

you a new pie chart showing an overall statistic of how it went for all patients with this operation. 

 
 

Fig.7. Pie chart over most related operations. 

 

8. Implementation 

 

We will take advantage of all the information provided so far in this report when implementing our 

framework. The information in Chapter 7 will help shape our framework in the direction required by 

clinicians. Due to time constraints, we will limit the implementation to only being able to run on a 

single test case (test patient). However, we will make it clear that what we do with this single test 

scenario can be implemented in a more general way, given time and resources. 

 

In the next section, we will follow a less technical explanation for the implementation of our 

framework, for full implementation documentation, see [Appendix 3]. Due to limited amount of time, 

we decided not to implement factor analysis. For more on factor analysis see future work chapter. 

 

8.1 Used Software 

For implementing our framework we used the following software tools: 
 

1. MySQL: A computer language which helps manage the database by saving modifying and 

removing data from the database. E.g, return a whole row, a whole column or remove a 

specific row or column. 

 

2. C#: A programming language created by Microsoft, it can be used for developing games and 

windows desktop applications.  

 

3. Visual Studio: A development environment for programmers developed by Microsoft to run 

programs written in programming languages such as C# and F#. 
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8.2 Database 

In order to get a connection to our source of information (excel files), a class called Database was 

created. We have a direct connection to excel files using the MySQL computer language. The class 

database establishes a connection to excel files and accesses the data and stores it in objects container. 

The main function of this class is getFromDB. This function opens a connection to any excel file by 

specifying the path of the excel file, which in turn helps users access the data stored in excel files. 

 

8.3 Features for identifying similar patietns 

Hägglund helped us select the most important features used to identify similar patients, which in turn 

helped to form the test scenario. He agreed with most of the features we chose in the example 

scenario, but he wanted to use GMFCS as a similarity feature. The only feature we could not use from 

the test scenario was the type of operations performed because this feature does not specify similarity, 

but rather act as data in the resulting information that we would present to clinicians. Due to time 

constraints, we decided upon the following features in the test scenario: 

 
 Age 

 Gender  

 GMFCS EoR 

 The foots range of motion with a straight knee 

8.4 Weights of the features 

Each of these features will not have the same importance (or weight) for the measured similarities. In 

our test scenario we used the following weights for each of these features: 
 

 Age: 2 

 Gender: 1 

 GMFCS EoR: 1 

 The foots range of motion with a straight knee: 2 

 
This means that, for example, age will have twice as much importance as gender in finding similar 

patients and determining the patient's similarity. 

8.5 Similarity functions 

In our implementation, we find the similar patients using Case-Based Reasoning. This means that we 

compare the test patient from the test scenario with all previous patients in the database through 

different similarity functions that determine the similarity of each separate feature. We have followed 

the explanation in [32] where Weber and Richter explain how this can be done. 

Depending on the similarity function they have the function to either: 
 

 Decide the similarity between features as similar or not similar 

 

 Decide the similarity in a spectrum with 100 % as completely similar and 60% as similar but 

not as similar and anything less as not similar (the limit for this is different depending on the 

purpose for the similarity function, we have chosen to set the limit to 60%). 
 

In our implementation, 100 % similarity is set as a 1 and 0 % as a 0, which means that for the non-

binary similarities 60% is 0.6. These values will then be used in the function of the next section in 

order to determine a similarity or a so-called distance to other patients. 
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Here follows an example of a simple similarity function similar to the ones we have used in our 

implementation in pseudocode: 

 

double matchGender(string patient1, string patient2) 
 if(patient1 == patient2) 

  return 1; 
 else 

  return 0; 

 

The example is of a binary similarity function where person’s gender is compared and if it is the same 

a 1 is returned for full similarity and if not, a 0 is returned. 

 

8.6 Distance between patients 

To measure the distance (similarity) between two patients we used a distance measurement function 

which is a similar approach to the ones used in [32 33]. Both sources use the following equation: 

∑ 𝑤𝑖 . 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑥𝑖
1, 𝑥𝑖

2)

𝑖=𝑛

𝑖=1

 

  
W represents the weight of the i:th feature while sim is a similarity function, explained in the previous 

topic, comparing patient 1’s i:th feature with patient 2’s i:th feature. However, this gives distances 

with a value above 1, and in our implementation, we didn’t want that, so we divide that equation by 

the sum all weights. Doing this we get the equation: 

 

∑ 𝑤𝑖 . 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑥𝑖
1, 𝑥𝑖

2)
𝑖=𝑛

𝑖=1

∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑖=𝑛
𝑖=1

 

 
This way, the weights will still play their part and we get a value between 1 and 0 which is easy to 

work with. 
 

8.7 Nearest neighbor selection 

Once the distance is calculated for all patients, it is time to choose which patients are both enough to 

be considered as similar. In our implementation, we do so with the help of the so-called nearest 

neighbor algorithm. The nearest neighbour algorithm finds the closest neighbours in a set of existing 

neighbours, in our implementation closeness is the similarity. 

 

It is up to the implementer to determine what are the nearest neighbours and can vary in different 

solutions [34]. In our application, we set the nearest neighborhood to a 60% similarity, which is 

written in our implementation as 0.6. This means that the maximum distance from the test patient a 

similar patient can be is 0,4 (1 - 0,6 = 0,4). 

 

Fig.8 illustrates the process of the nearest neighbor algorithm. If we put the picture in the context of 

our implementation, the red dot is our test patient and the black dots are all the first patients who have 

been saved in the database. The closer the black dot to the red dot, the shorter the distance from the 

patient to the patient being tested, thus the more similar patients are. The dotted line represents the 

maximum distance where the distance should be large for patients to be considered similar. 
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Fig.8. A visual example of a nearest neigbour grouping. 

 

8.8 Grouping 

  

Due to limitations we had to settle for performing a grouping instead of a clustering. In the grouping is 

where the identifying of relevant statistics take place. After identifying all similar patients, we divide 

the similar patients into subgroups, which means that the framework analyzes similar patients and 

places them in smaller groups. The subgroups in which we want to divide similar patients in our test 

scenario are basically two parameters, the type of operation they have undergone and if they result in a 

range of movement in the foot. The operations we define are those in Table 1. Again, due to time 

constraints, we only investigate the increase in the range of motion after the operation with patients 

belonging to the NHL69 group. The subgroups based on undergone operations are then divided into 

three different subgroups:  

  

 Patients that showed an increase in the range of motion of the foot 

 Patients that did not show an increase or decrease in the range of motion of the foot 

 Patients that showed a decrease in the range of motion of the foot  

  

These subgroups are then used to present a statistical result to the clinicians, an explanation of this 

follows in the next topic. 
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8.9 Presentation of information 

 

The expert has agreed that a good way to present the outcome of the framework is using a pie chart as 

shown in Fig.7. However, in this thesis work, as mentioned, the main focus is the implementation of 

the framework rather than developing a graphical interface. Thus, we will present the resulting 

information in a text window and display the number of patients who have undergone each of the 

various operations (also one category for non-operated patients). We will also present the percentage 

of each operation (non-operated patients are not included in the calculation of the percentage, it is only 

the operated patients). Afterwards, the number of patients in the NHL69 group are displayed along 

with showing how many of the patients belong to each of the subgroups divided from the outcome of 

the operation. 

 

9. Results and Evaluation 

This chapter is devided into two main parts, the first one discusses the output of the framework and 

and the second one discusses the evaluation of the result.  

9.1 Resulting statistical information 

When executing the implemented framework, we got the resulting information shown in Fig.9. For an 

explanation of what is presented in the picture see section 8.9. 

 

 
 

Fig.9.  Result from excuting our framework. 
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As seen in the text at the bottom of Fig.9 15 of the patients had an increase in foot range of motion, 

while only 1 had a decrease. Showing that only 3,8% having operation NHL69 shows a decrease in the 

range of motion of the foot while 57,7% of the operations increased the patient’s range of motion. 

9.2 Evaluation 

 

We presented the result to Hägglund and his response was good, as he evaluated the statistical 

information that was being presented. We also presented eight chosen patients out of the similar group 

of patients. These patients were of four different categories of the group and out of the eight patients, 

two were from each group. The groups are defined as follows: 

 

 Patients who are 100-90% similar to the test patient 

 Patients who are 90-80% similar to the test patient 

 Patients who are 80-70% similar to the test patient 

 Patients who are 70-60% similar to the test patient 

 

The clinician found that the similarity was correct on most of the features. However, there was one 

quiet severe fault with the similar patients found. The test patient we used to find similar patients had a 

GMFCS value of 1. In group 1 one of the patients had a GMFCS value of 4, while in group 2 one 

patient had a value of 4 and the other 5, these values are far from similar to the test patients. 

  
However in our implementation, this can easily be fixed. What would need to be fixed is setting 

different restrictions on the GMFCS value for a patient to be considered a similar patient. This means 

to change the weight of the GMFCS feature and if needed implement a cutoff, removing all patients 

that are not within a chosen distance to the test patient. For example if the test patient has a value of 1, 

and the cutoff is set to 1, a patient with a value of 2 will be included in the similar patients (assuming 

the rest of the features are similar enough to give an overall score above 60% similarity) since the 

difference(or distance) is only 1. If the patient would instead have a value of 3 the distance would be 

to big and the patient would be considered as not similar no matter how big of a score the other 

features had shown. This is something we haven't implemented in our framework that was meant only 

for the test case. However, our implementation is made in such a way that this is easily chosen. With 

the current state of our framework, there is no interface for doing this so we have to change a value in 

the code, but it is meant for the clinicians to be able to choose this themselves in the interface we 

would like to develop which we describe in section 12.2. 
 

 

10. Discussion 

In the thesis work, the research questions mention in section 4 are addressed. For example, for the 

research question 1: How to gather information from similar patients and identify what context-based 

statistics that can assist decision support process?  

 

We learned through conversation with clinicians and examination of the CPUP registry what statistics 

could be of value in our test case. In order to gather this information, we analyze the group of similar 

patients. This is done through a grouping algorithm that is dividing the similar patients into subgroups 

based on undergone operations and then these subgroups into even smaller subgroups based on the 

outcome of the operation. 

 
And for question 1.1: How to identify similar patients to the current patient? 

 
We have shown through our implementation that it is possible to identify similar patients using case-

based reasoning and nearest neighbour selection. From CBR techniques we chose to use so-called 

similarity functions to determine the distance (or similarity) between two features. The output of these 
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similarity function is then used in a distance measurement function, which has the job to sum the 

output together and determine the distance between patients. Once this is done the nearest neighbour 

algorithm comes in to play. For our implementation,  this function excludes all patients that are 

beneath 60% similarity and outputs a subgroup of all the similar patients. 
 
In this thesis project, a prototype of the framework has been implemented, however, in its current state 

it cannot be used in real life situations. But from the result, it shows that it is possible to identify the 

statistics over operated patients in the CPUP registry with one test case and this implies that it would 

be possible to implement a more general system. A general system that can work on many different 

patients with many different symptoms. According to the clinicians, it would be of great value in their 

decision making. Some of the parts that would have to be improved in order to implement such a full-

scale CDSS are discussed in future work and limitations, chapter 12. 
 
Despite the benefits offered by this system, it may also suffer from potential drawbacks. It is difficult 

to assess such a system because any wrong decision taken by the system may cause patients to get 

worse or even their lives in some cases. Although this system offers tips and recommendations based 

on modern sources and practice-based knowledge, it can limit the way clinicians think, and thus 

increase the reliance on software rather than clinicians' opinions. In addition, this system can suffer 

from many other disadvantages such as time-consuming until the decision is made, the uncertain 

moral situation and the uncertain costs. Effective approaches to implementing this type of system 

should, therefore, be used to ensure that safety issues are addressed appropriately and that the quality 

of treatment is improved. 
 
The output of the program could have a major impact on healthcare. The program shows the amount 

of non-operated patients and the patients that have undergone a certain operation. It helps clinicians to 

observe the degree change of the range of motion for feet and make a decision based on it. It also 

presents valuable information for clinicians such as how many patients have become better or worse 

after and before an operation. Therefore, according to the presented outcome and all the information 

provided in this thesis we achieved our goal. 

 

 

11. Conclusions 

The main goal of this thesis was to explore the possibility of identifying statistics, with the use of AI 

algorithms, that could be of value to clinicians in their decision making. We have implemented a 

CDSS framework in order to enable clinician’s to make more well-informed decisions when choosing 

how to treat a patient. In our implementation, we make use of an electronic health record called CPUP 

to gather the statistics. We have conducted a research exploring many different techniques to check if 

it possible to make use of AI algorithms in identifying context-based statistics, while also keeping the 

implementation as generic as possible to enable a wider use of CDSS.  
 
Implementing our framework we sought to answer the two research questions: 

 
1) How to gather information from similar patients and identify what context-based statistics that can 

assist decision support process? 
 

1.1) How to identify similar patients to the current patient? 
 
The information was extracted from the similar patients using a grouping method dividing the similar 

patients into smaller subgroups representing context-based statistics. For the second question, in our 

implementation, we make use of the AI method case-based reasoning in identifying similar patients, 

through so-called similarity functions, a distance measurement function and a nearest neighbour 

selection. 
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The result is a CDSS framework that is able to detect similar patients to the one we used in our test 

scenario. The framework can also identify 7 different operations these patients have undergone and 

whether the operation NHL69 had the desired outcome or not. During the implementation, we kept the 

implementation as generic as possible in order to enable a wider use of CDSS but in order to make this 

possible more work has to be done. In chapter 12 we discuss this matter and what could be done in the 

future to work towards this. 
 

12. Limitations and Future Work 

Due to constraints in time and resources, we were not being able to implement a full-scale CDSS. The 

implementation is built around one single test scenario to prove that it is possible to implement a 

system that will cover the topics of the research questions. Following we introduce many limitations 

we have had to draw and what could be done in the future to implement a full-scale CDSS 
 

12.1 One test registry 

One limitation we encountered in our project was that we only used the CPUP registry. The 

implementation was built around that one single database. However, to enable the wider use of DSS in 

the future, it would be necessary to test the framework and build it for many different quality 

registries. 

12.2 Graphical presentation 

Another feature that may be useful for such a framework and considered as a future work is the 

addition of graphical user interface. Clinicians should be able to see the results of the framework as a 

pie chart. The purpose of the pie chart is to present different operations and show the number of 

patients who have undergone a specific operation as in Fig.7. When clicking on a specific operation in 

the pie chart another pie chart will appear displaying all patients that underwent that operation, some 

of whom became worse or better and showed the full history of patients. Another feature is allowing 

the clinicians to choose more features manually rather than having it hard-coded as it is now. For 

example, clinicians should be able to choose as many features as they want instead of the 4 features 

we chose. 

12.3 Features lmitations 

As mentioned in section 7.1, in the registry, each patient has 247 different features. To compare the 

similarity of these features, many of them need their own similarity function. As a result, we should 

limit ourselves to using only four of the most important features in identifying similar patients. To 

make sure we choose the relevant features, we have prepared an example scenario provided in section 

7.2 and presented it to Hägglund. He gave us feedback about which features that are relevant and 

which features are not. In a complete CDSS, there is probably no reason to use all these 247 features 

in identifying similar patients, depending on the situation. In the future when implementing our CDSS 

system, we will consider it and enable the use of all relevant features in identifying similar patients, 

because the information to be provided need to be as accurate as possible. 

12.4 Treatments limitations 

As mentioned in section 7.1.1, we only work with 7 most frequent operations from the registry. 

However, in the full-scale implementation, we will analyze all operations for patients, not only 7 

operations. The registry also contains other treatments and operations that need to be analyzed and 

presented in the same way as we do with the seven operations in the framework. 
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12.5 Factor analysis 

Factor analysis is also part of the future work of implementing the CDSS framework. It simplifies 

complex models, handles a wide range of data and it is used to group features. Factor analysis has a 

benefit since it can determine the importance (weight) of different features. It is also easy for a 

clinician to determine features that are unrelated, for example, shoe size may not be suitable for 

similarity among patients. But it is often more difficult for a clinician to inexact numbers or ranking 

say how important features are. Factor analysis can calculate these values automatically. Therefore, 

the future work of applying this technology to CDSS may be of great value in decision-making. 
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